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...a mechanism for executing work tasks utilising technology in the form of electronic media. Since 
these tasks are so broad ranging, what the work tasks associated with e-working amount to is largely 
immaterial. Technological media is subject to development. This developmental factor, seen in the 
literature as having impeded the provision of technology related definitions, is central to the reality 
of working with technology. Embracement of development contributes to terminological longevity. 
It also heightens awareness of innovative practice; including ways of culturing and sustaining the 
relationship between the worker and the technology made available to them. Thus, in brief, e-working 
is...both a way of being a worker as well as a way, or mechanism, for carrying out the work task. 
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there﻿ to﻿ be﻿ increasing﻿ adoption﻿ of﻿ e-technologies﻿ in﻿ the﻿ local﻿ government﻿ context,﻿with﻿ the﻿










Some﻿of﻿ the﻿ initial﻿ reticence﻿ associated﻿with﻿ implementing﻿ technological﻿ solutions﻿ in﻿ local﻿
government﻿ appears﻿ to﻿ have﻿been﻿ a﻿ consequence﻿of﻿what﻿Della﻿Rocca﻿ (2000)﻿ terms﻿ the﻿ ‘public﻿
administration﻿paradox’.﻿The﻿paradox﻿is﻿identified﻿in﻿the﻿mismatch﻿between﻿a﻿belief﻿in﻿the﻿continuous﻿
value﻿of﻿historical﻿operational﻿practices,﻿and﻿the﻿emphasis﻿placed﻿on﻿meeting﻿contemporary﻿service﻿
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information﻿ and﻿ responsibilities﻿have﻿generally﻿moved﻿ to﻿ ‘front﻿ line﻿ employees’.﻿ Identified﻿ is﻿ an﻿
underpinning﻿focus﻿on﻿technology﻿facilitating﻿individuals﻿to﻿take﻿responsibility﻿for﻿their﻿work﻿and,﻿











It﻿ is﻿ acknowledged﻿ that﻿management﻿ operates﻿ through﻿people﻿ as﻿ opposed﻿ to﻿ functioning﻿ as﻿
disembodied﻿ practice﻿ (Leadbeater,﻿ 2003;﻿ Fleming﻿ et﻿ al.,﻿ 2004).﻿ In﻿ exercising﻿ that﻿management﻿
role﻿there﻿is﻿potential﻿to﻿incorporate﻿limiting﻿measures,﻿whether﻿or﻿not﻿this﻿potential﻿is﻿consciously﻿
recognised﻿(Rosen﻿&﻿Baroudi,﻿1992;﻿Sewell﻿&﻿Wilkinson,﻿1992).﻿Thus﻿ it﻿might﻿well﻿be﻿ through﻿
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acknowledging﻿ that﻿ communication﻿ is﻿more﻿ than﻿ the﻿ simple﻿ exchange﻿of﻿words﻿ (Dawson,﻿ 2003;﻿
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Five﻿ themed﻿ sections,﻿ each﻿ derived﻿ from﻿ the﻿ data﻿ and﻿with﻿ a﻿ trust-associated﻿ undercurrent,﻿ are﻿
presented.﻿ In﻿ turn﻿ the﻿ themes﻿ relate﻿ to﻿ the﻿ changing﻿of﻿ the﻿ organisational﻿ culture;﻿ generation﻿of﻿
enthusiasm;﻿the﻿potential﻿for﻿monitoring;﻿the﻿rise﻿of﻿e-socialisation﻿and﻿empowerment.
Changing the organisational Culture

















Sometimes I’ll be wondering what my colleagues are doing. I’ll be wondering whether they are 
working or whether they are doing something at home. I don’t know. It is not something for me to 
worry about but I wonder what they’re doing. [Participant 4].
Asked﻿how﻿organisational﻿ trust﻿was﻿being﻿generated,﻿ responses﻿ took﻿one﻿of﻿ two﻿routes.﻿The﻿





...going in the right direction. They want this to be a significant change, a cultural change for this 
organisation. It is going to take time because that’s how the mechanisms of local government work. 
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[They] don’t have to be on my back all the time. [They] don’t need to know what I’m doing all the 
time. [They] don’t need to check the results of my work or anything like that. They just need to be 











If they say ‘I can only work till 3 but I am e-working remotely’ then you don’t expect to phone them 
at 4 and say ‘Well I know you technically finished at 3 but I still want to contact you, I still want 
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be﻿ argued﻿ to﻿ be﻿ appropriate.﻿Furthermore,﻿ if﻿ concealment﻿ is﻿ not﻿ achievable﻿ then﻿ the﻿ practice﻿ of﻿






















However﻿ significantly﻿ influencing﻿ participant﻿ embracement﻿ of﻿ the﻿ e-facilitated﻿ approaches﻿






We have got something called Yammer, if you have heard of that but there was no launch of it or 
any instruction that you could use it to communicate between staff. I got an invite from [name] and 
thought ‘why has she invited me to this? What is it? I clicked on it and accepted and looked at it. It 
was obviously a way to communicate but there was no distinction as to which tool the organisation 
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Some people are just posting on this Yammer stuff the crap that they would put on Facebook socially, 
so what is the barrier? It makes me sound really up tight and it would be nice to have something that 
would be relaxed without worrying that the Chief Exec might be reading your comments, but people 





































It’s the culture of the organisation. It’s about trust. It is exactly about that trust. They didn’t believe 
that I trusted them if that makes sense because they’ve only ever known the traditional style of 
management and things like that. [The trust associated with e-working] was a completely different 
mindset to get across.
In﻿summary,﻿the﻿potential﻿surrounding﻿the﻿adoption﻿of﻿e-working﻿practices﻿to﻿highlight﻿the﻿absence﻿
of﻿trust﻿in﻿local﻿government﻿workers﻿to﻿fulfil﻿their﻿job﻿roles﻿was﻿noted,﻿despite﻿general﻿consensus﻿that﻿
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Acknowledging,﻿ as﻿Sandford﻿ (2006)﻿ highlights,﻿ the﻿ ‘fluid﻿ ‘blooming﻿buzzing﻿ confusion’﻿ of﻿
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